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“A terrific play about madness,
illusion, sanity and theatre”
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by Louis Nowra

~ Synopsis ~

~ Production Team ~

Director ~ Karen Pirie
Assistant Director ~ Camille Murphy
Producer ~ Cathie Smith
Stage Manager ~ Trish Nichols
Stage Crew ~ Lynne Taylor, Kiera Price,
Allannah Pitt & Rochelle Cruickshank
Costume Design & Props ~ Karen Pirie
Sewing Ladies ~ Lynne Taylor & Cathie Smith
Sound Design & Operation ~ Alastair Pirie
Lighting Design ~ Michael Isbister
Lighting Operator ~ Michael Isbister
Carpenter ~ Steve Chisholm
Technicial Assistant ~ Ron Ahl
Program ~ Karen Pirie
Journalist ~ Sue Arndt
Photography ~ Kym Stubbs
Street Box Office ~ S & AJ - 85 High St
Makeup ~ Cathie Smith, Helen Hookey
& Lynne Taylor
Front of House ~ Rachael Noble, Linda Terry,
Jackie Cesnik, Roxy Lee, Joyce Isbester,
Catriona Wilson, James Wilson, Marg Attley,
Dallas Daniel & Michele Padbury

~ Cast ~

Lewis ~ Zayne Breadmore
Roy ~ Ian Mallyon
Cherry ~ Shayne Byrnes
Ruth ~ Jane Herbert
Henry ~ Peter Wright
Nick ~ Earl Ree-Goodings
Lucy ~ Rochelle Cruickshank
Justin ~ Daryl Hunt
Julie ~ Illona Cleeland
Zac ~ Carl Agius
Doug ~ Tristan Stevenson
Cellist ~ Alannah Pitt
In memory of our friend
Chris Casey
1964 - 2015

Setting
The time is 1971. The play is set in a Melbourne mental institution. There is a backdrop
of social unrest to the play. In 1971 the Vietnam War had been going for nearly ten
years (since 1962) and Australians had enough of it all. Another important element to
the historical background to the play is that people’s attitudes towards the mentally ill
in the 1960s and 1970s were predominantly negative.
The physical setting of the play is “A burnt out theatre” with “a bit of a hole” in the roof
and some problems with the wiring. The physical dereliction of the theatre represents,
on one level, the attitudes people have towards the mentally ill – neglectful – and
where the mentally ill find themselves in society – on the edge, ignored. COSI is
named after the opera COSI Fan Tutte which Lewis helps the members of the mental
institution put on. The narrative structure of the play parallels the structure of the opera.
A similar storyline unfolds in COSI.
~ Act 1 ~
In the first Act, Lewis undertakes to direct a group of patients in the mental institution
in a play because “I need the money.” Initially there is some disagreement about
what play to put on. Roy, the most enthusiastic (and also one of the most extremely
behaved), wants to put on the opera COSI Fan Tutte, despite the fact that no one can
read Italian (which the opera is written in) or sing.
Lewis is against the idea because it is impractical, and also because of the themes of
the opera – “Love is not so important nowadays.” Eventually he agrees to do the opera.
However, there are a number of hurdles. Firstly, Doug, a pyromaniac (and the other
most extremely behaved patient), sets fire to a toilet and threatens to have the project
cancelled. Doug is removed from the show after he lights a second fire outside and
Lewis is convinced by Roy to play the part of Ferrando. Lewis also finds it very difficult
to direct the patients.
Lewis’ more experienced friend Nick, though, is able to direct them more easily. But
his arrogance – “Christ, you’ll never be a director until you can convince them that
what you want to do is what they want to do” – and his lack of empathy for their
views – gets him offside with a number of the patients. Towards the end of the act
Lewis begins to find more confidence directing the patients and has begun to develop
a friendship with Julie.
~ Act 2 ~
Things seem to be going well at the start of the second act. Rehearsals are well under
way and the patients are becoming more involved in the production. During the
rehearsal of one scene, the fuse box blows and the theatre is cast in darkness. Lewis
and Julie kiss at this moment.
In the next scene, Lucy, Lewis’ girlfriend, is contemptuous of the production –
“Working with these people has changed you. We used to talk about things. Important
things. Now all you can talk about is reactionary drivel like COSI Fan Tutte.” She and
Lewis argue and it is revealed that Lucy is having an affair with Nick. Afterwards Lewis
confronts Nick and punches him.
The production of COSI Fan Tutte goes ahead and is successful. The play ends with a
monologue from Lewis that narrates what happens after the play to all the characters.

~ COSI Cast ~

~ COSI Cast ~

After an 8 year absence I am making a return to the stage in the
production of COSI. Hailing from Tasmania I have performed in
such shows as 12 Angry Men and How the West Was Warped as
well as having worked extensively on the productions of The King
and I, The Sound of Music, Bye Bye Birdie, Pirates of Penzance
and Puppetry of the P*nis. I have a passion for improv comedy.
~ Zayne Breadmore as Lewis & Ferrando

My stage debut was as a weasel and a stoat in a school production
of ‘Toad of Toad Hall’. Many school productions followed including
some amateur productions. In 2014, I played the role of Max
Detweiller in ‘The Sound Of Music’. I divide my time between
working as a hot air balloon pilot in Melbourne and spending time
with my family in Merrijig. ~ Peter Wright as Henry & Don Alfonso

Having been in the ‘MMuDS institution’ for along time I have a few
firsts I like to share with you: First show, Iolanthe 1997. First time
treading the boards, Camelot 1992. First major role, A Midsummer
Night’s Dream 1993. First lighting design, California Suite 2007. First
Stage Manager, Lady Windermere’s Fan 2007. First time Directing,
Life After George 2008. First Musical Director, Sweet Charity 2013.
~ Ian Mallyon as Roy & Guglielmo

I studied Drama for VCE. At school I had roles in The Scarlet
Pimpernel and Manning Clark’s History of Australia. I am also a
musician and an artist. I love to sketch.
I’m enjoying being part of COSI with its creativity and camaraderie.
I look forward to being in many more productions in the future.
~ Rochelle Cruickshank as Lucy

My passion for “theatre of all sorts” has taken an about turn with
COSI. During a concert or production, I’m usually found in the
wings, behind the scenes, in the bio box or down the pit! Now,
totally out of my comfort zone, I strut the boards for the first
time to tackle the delightful, energetic, sex-crazed character of
Cherry. Watch out Mansfield! Hide your chocolate and your men!
~ Shayne Byrnes as Cherry & Despina

I’ve never been involved in any type of acting or theatre work. I
suppose the reason for taking on something like this is to take me
out of my comfort zone. Being involved in a play is a great way of
have fun and the opportunity to express myself in other ways. Before
coming to Mansfield six years ago, I worked as a carpenter restoring
heritage houses. My idea of relaxation is restoring early Australian
cars. ~ Carl Agius as Zac

I was born and bred in Mansfield and did plenty of drama whilst
at school. I moved to Geelong for university but continued my love
of theatre with play readings in a local theatre group. My MMuDS
productions include Oliver! and Grease. COSI gives me the
opportunity to add ‘drug addict’ to my repertoire of ‘a princess’, ‘a
witch’, ‘the tartiest tart’ and a ‘Pink Lady’.
~ Illona Cleeland as Julie & Fiordiligi

My professional acting career peaked in school productions at
Mansfield Rudolf Steiner school. After four years of University and
two years travelling it is time to make my return to the stage. Despite
the risk of stage injuries jeopardizing my football commitments
I am currently managing to fit both into my busy schedule.
~ Earl Ree-Goodings as Nick

This role in COSI is a means for breaching my comfort zone of Front
of House, having not ventured on stage for many years since my role
as an effeminate samurai in a Kabuki play at university. Thankfully I
am delivering my lines in English this time! Similar to my character
Ruth, I like to count in threes - don’t judge me!
~ Jane Herbert as Ruth & Dorabella

I’ve been participating in theatre all through my school life, either in
drama class or a MMuDS production. I’ve always had a deep love for
acting, being able to adorn a facade and be someone else for a few
hours. Once I finished Year 12, I started pursuing voice acting and
writing. As well as the possibility of radio and theatre, I hope to spend
the majority of my years entertaining an audience.
~ Tristan Stevenson as Doug

I joined MMuDS way back in 1984, and have been in too many
productions to list here. COSI has been great fun to be involved
with, in particular watching a number of new and first time cast
members blossom as performers. This is what MMuDS is all about.
As Justin would say “It’s all about the people”.
~ Daryl Hunt as Justin

Thanks to our fantastic rehearsal support crew
Jackie Cesnik, Lynne Taylor, Lynnette Holland, Trish Nichols,
Kiera Price, Joyce Isbester, Roxy Lee, Rachael Noble,
Annie Leschen, Amanda Cleeland & Leonie Maplestone

COSI is a favourite for me. I loved the movie when it came
out 20 years ago and have always been inspired by the
ingenuity of the patients who were able to make ‘something
out of nothing’.
The ‘let’s do COSI’ seed was sown at an after-party of some
show and it was just matter of time before we got the project
started.
It has been a fantastic, creative time over the 15 weeks we’ve
spent putting it all together. Rehearsing twice, sometimes
three times each week, we have all had the most amazing time. At times we laughed
so much we just had to stop the rehearsal. This cast and crew are awesome and
I’ve enjoyed every minute of being with them. We hope you enjoy our version of
COSI. We have tried to find ‘realness’ in the play, which is autobiographical in its
writing. Each person brings some truth to his or her character – on and off stage.
It’s been great finding our own ‘inner madness’. Typical of a MMuDS show really!
~ Karen Pirie, Director
For many years I’ve been involved in MMuDS shows. Starting
out as a chorus member I soon realised that being in the
‘wings’ is where the real fun happens. I enjoyed being Stage
Manager for Sound of Music and Man of La Mancha and
this year I’m thrilled to be Assistant Director on COSI - for
the first time I get to watch the show from the front and not
the side! I love the way each show brings new challenges
and opportunities. COSI has been an inspiring and creative
project to work on. ~ Camille Murphy, Assistant Director
MMuDS is delighted to present COSI. We are lucky to
have a cast and crew drawn from a wide spectrum of our
community, mixing ‘old hands’ with several thespians and
techies entirely new to MMuDS. Initial work started on COSI
in 2015, and for several months now the cast and crew
have been putting in long hours, building the production
you will see today. Kudos to Director Karen Pirie, Assistant
Director Camille Murphy, Producer Cathie Smith, and all
the team involved in the production. Don’t forget to enjoy
the artwork in the foyer, and be happy that we’re not in “a burnt out theatre with a
bit of a hole in the roof”. ~ Michele Padbury, MMuDS President
MMuDS thanks the following for
their assistance with COSI:
Mansfield Produce Store, Delatite Hotel, Mansfield Coffee Merchant,
Witches Brew Cafe, Peter Nugent, Uniting Church Op Shop, Tony Cox,
Richard Smith, Andrew Weingott, David Westphalen & MCR 99.7 FM

T

he great Russian novelist, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, claimed that a society’s degree
of civilisation can be judged by entering its prisons. In COSI, playwright, Louis
Nowra might be suggesting the same about a society’s mental institutions. Until
late in the twentieth century, Australia, like other developed countries, locked
people in institutions if they caused problems for themselves, their families or
the community. Social misfits who committed crimes were sent to prison or to
mental asylums, where they were treated with drugs, surgery or shock therapy.
Louis Nowra’s hilariously funny and deeply moving play, COSI, is set in a mental
asylum in 1971 (and is probably based on Mont Park asylum in Melbourne, where
both of Nowra’s elderly grandmothers had been patients, and where Nowra
himself worked on a theatrical production in the 1970s). The play exposes the
inadequacies and absurdities of the mental health system while demonstrating the
power of ‘art’ to lift the human spirit.

T

he ‘music of the spheres’ is
an idea which originated
with the ancient Greek
philosopher,Pythagoras,
who believed that each of
the planets was enclosed in
a sphere, and these spheres
ascended towards heaven
like the rungs of a ladder.
Each sphere emitted a
sound, which corresponded
to notes in the musical scale,
and thus brought order and
harmony to the universe.

“Do you believe anyone could
ever love another man if she had
Guglielmo or Ferrando as her lover?
Certainly.
Enjoy yourselves, take lovers, your
men will be away fighting in a war.
Don’t insult those pure men. They’re
models of fidelity and perfect love”.o

“You look for fidelity in a man
fidelity in soldiers?
Don’t make me laugh.
They have as much resolve as water.
Their tricks are all the same.
Lies, deceptions, crocoldile tears.
All they want is to get into your
pants.
Once they’ve got their pleasure they
despise us and turn their backs on
us.
They become tyrants - and don’t
expect mercy from tyrants.
We women should pay them back in
kind”.

‘Maybe ~ Maybe Not’ - Exhibition by Ken Martin

“It means that even the
middle-class will be radicalised
by seeing how many of us are
against the Vietnam war and
the old fossilised government
we now have. They’ll want to
overthrow the establishment!”
~ Nick

“Love
is
an
emotional
indulgence for the privileged
few”.

Roy’s idea of ‘leaving’ was going from one ward to
another.
“Grouse, double grouse! I
dedicate my performance to
you!”
“The trouble
with being a
pyromaniac
is that you
always get
caught at the
scene of the
crime!”

Artist Ken Martin was born in 1965 in Chelsea, Victoria.
Even though he was a keen student of art through his
school years to Year 12 he has only recently taken the brush
up again. After the usual mid 40’s relationship break-up
painting became the perfect foil for his emotional release.
Influenced mainly by his IPod on shuffle and the volume
setting of his stereo Ken likes to keep his philosophy
on art simple. “Put the paint on the canvas. See what
happens. Just as
long as it makes
me feel better”.
Ken has no set goals or insights, plans,
ideas or agendas to push with his art. His
technique of painting is to be surprised
and challenged by himself only. Ideally to
never repeat himself over and over is what
he would like to accomplish.
With the COSI exibition Ken has included
a few works with the titles “Disused”. Not
necessarily painted with this play in mind
though the theme of disused objects and
the disowned from society characters of
the play, might share some connection.
“Maybe. Maybe not”. ~ Ken Martin, Artist
Walkers Road (Bridge Creek)

Disused 6 (Woods Point)

Zac has a blinding white light of an idea, a way to solve the problem of creating the world
of the garden in the last act. “Voila!”

Keep an eye out for our fabulous raffle in the foyer which goes to
support our productions - 1 ticket $2 or 3 tickets $5.
Win an original artwork by Ken Martin & tix to Beauty & The Beast

Do you want to have fun
in the theatre?
Volunteer with MMuDS

Are you looking for something interesting and satisfying to occupy
your spare time?
Would you like to become involved?
MMuDs might have something for you!
If you think theatre is all about acting, singing and dancing - you’re wrong!
Mansfield Musical & Dramatic Society needs people to create lighting and sound, build
and design sets, collect and maintain stage props, design and make costumes and
apply make up - and get on stage too!
Sometimes we need people just to meet audiences with a friendly face - there’s a role
for everyone.
MMuDS can provide opportunities for people to join at any level.
Whatever your theatrical interests, we can offer you great opportunities to get involved,
share your skills, lean new skills, make new friends and have fun.
It takes a diverse team to create an extraordinary production. Here are just some of the
areas where you can volunteer:
~ Production Management			
~ Directing					
~ Musical Directing				
~ Choreographer				
~ Costume Design / Sewing / Dresser		
~ Set Design					
~ Set Construction				
~ Front of House / Ushering			
~ Marketing / Publicity				
~ Stage Managing / Backstage Crew		

~ Lighting Operator
~ Sound Operator
~ Lighting Design
~ Scenic Art
~ Wigs / Hair
~ Make Up
~ Properties
~ Photography
~ Rehearsal Pianist
~ Musician

A successful theatre company is the sum of all its parts. It cannot work without a
supportive network. As with all voluntary organisations, Mansfield Musical & Dramatic
Society is always in need of new members.
Start your journey with MMuDS today.
Contact us through our website or via email.
Mansfield Musical & Dramatic Society Inc.
PO Box 381, Mansfield 3722
Email: secretary@mmuds.org.au | Web: www.mmuds.org.au

MAD Orchestra, MAD String Ensemble and MAD KIDS Band
The MAD Orchestra began playing together in July 2007, under the leadership of
Monica and Dean Sketcher. Since then, we have grown to include a
kids training band and a String ensemble (led by Lucy Cleeland).
Rehearsals are held every Monday afternoon and evening at
Mansfield Primary School. The MAD Orchestras are for all musicians
who are keen to play music with others.
We play a variety of music styles and all string, brass, woodwind and percussion
players are welcome. We regularly play at gigs around town and hold our on
major concerts throughout the year. We cater for a range of abilities and players of
any age. We currently have a range from 8-90! We have a number of instruments
available to borrow for new learners and can arrange beginner lessons. We
currently have up 35 players in each MAD group and we’d love to have more!
All enquiries to MMuDS MAD Orchestras to: 0428 312 309 or madorchestra@
mmuds.org.au

For the love of singing...
A diverse group of singers have gathered together for the love of singing. We have
welcomed young and old, experienced and novice; anyone who wishes to sing
and we encourage anyone who loves to (or wants to) sing to come along.
We have an eclectic repertoire including Sister my Sister, Hallelujah, Ain’t No
Mountain, Mingulay (a Scottish Sea Shanty) and Bohemian Rhapsody and it is
continually growing. We are developing into a harmonious group! Please feel free
to come along for a sing, Wednesday, 7-9pm, Nobian Place, Mansfield Primary
School. For more information contact Bernadette: localvocals@mmuds.org.au

Join our Play Reading Group

Do you fancy yourself in the role of Lady Macbeth? Or Oedipus Rex? Or perhaps
comedy is more your style.
We read and discuss all kinds of scripts, from classics to work-in-progress by local
authors. Proceedings are informal and often hilarious, with the readers sometimes
swapping gender and reading multiple characters.
The group chooses the plays and their interests range widely. Shakespeare,
Sophocles, Chekhov, Oscar Wilde, Arthur Miller and Thornton Wilder have all
featured, with comic relief from The Norman Conquests, The Sunshine Boys and
Noises Off. Australian classics have included Don’s Party and The One Day of the
Year. The radio play Fire on the Snow, telling the story of Scott’s ill-fated expedition
to the South Pole, was a gripping read – that tent in the Antarctic blizzard haunted
the readers’ imagination for weeks.
The group meets at the Delatite Hotel on the fourth Monday of the month. People
are welcome to read a part or just listen to the play.
For more information contact Janet Mackenzie, 5775 2988.

The Story...

Show dates:
October 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 22, 23,
25, 27, 29
Tickets sales from
1 September 2016
www.mmuds.org.au

The classic story tells of
Belle, a young woman in a
provincial town, and the Beast,
who is really a young prince
trapped under the spell of an
enchantress. If the Beast can
learn to love and be loved, the
curse will end and he will be
transformed to his former self.
But time is running out. If the
Beast does not learn his lesson
soon, he and his household will
be doomed for all eternity.
This ‘tale as old as time’ is filled
with spectacular costumes and
sets.

MMuDS presents
Lyfe of Bryan workshop
Sunday 29 May 2016
10am - 3pm : Mansfield PAC
Bring own lunch
RSVP: secretary@mmuds.org.au
To kick off this exciting project we
are inviting everyone who is keen
to be part of this show to come to
a workshop where we can make
some casting decisions for both
principals and chorus. After the
workshop, the writer, Joachim
Matschoss, will finalise the story
line with the specific cast in
mind. The following Sunday the
principals and some chorus will
meet again to fine tune the roles
and what is expected. Then...
nothing to do until next February!
Lyfe of Bryan - the musical
Showing June - next year 2017
Written by Joachim Matschoss
especially for MMuDS

Offering fitness classes
Barre
Flow Fusion

and Dance classes
Adults Ballet
Classical Ballet
Dance Fusion
Acro Dance

www.thestudiosonchenery.com

New - Trivia Nights @ The Delatite Hotel

We’re launching our new Trivia Nights on
Thursday 19 May, running every fortnight till
late October. Great quiz masters, music rounds
on the big screen, bonus prizes galore, loads
of fun and an opportunity for clubs to do some
fundraising. Get your friends/team together,
or join our ‘Rag Tag’ table and get ready to be
‘trivia-lised’ at The Delatite.
Bookings recommended.

Sun - Wed ~ Breakfast & Lunch
Thurs - Sat ~ Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
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Thank you to our valuable Patrons whose generosity goes a long way to
supporting MMuDS endeavours.
Bob & Isabel Appleby
Marg & Rolf Attley
Raffindale Nominees
Mansfield Regional Produce Store
Ron Black
Peter Brett
The Witches Brew Cafe
Eisner’s Guardian Pharmacy
Marion & Robert Friday
Sir Andrew & Lady Grimwade
Crockett Cottage Studio
Ann & John Herbert
The Rural Pool
Earth Structures Group
Janet Mackenzie & Al Rozefsky
Jeremy & Sally Madin
Carey’s Paint Place
Mansfield Tyre Service
Hayley Robinson

Mansfield Shire Council
Tim & Nicole Ross
Joan Simms
Mansfield Rudolf Steiner School
& Kindergarten
Monica & Dean Sketcher
MACE
Mansfield Naturopathic Clinic
Pop Stoney & Matthew Morrow
Helen Stoney
Joan &Tony Tehan
Linda Terry & Michael Lamin
Anne & Ian Todd
Central General Practice Pty Ltd
Paul & Maja Valente
Chris & Julie Walpole
Williams Hunt - Lawyers
Catriona & James Wilson

Become a MMuDS Patron for $200 to support your favourite community
group and get great benefits like early bird tickets
and complimentary seats to shows.
Everyone is welcome to be part of MMuDS.
The Purpose of the Association is to foster, promote and facilitate theatrical and
musical activities with a high emphasis on local productions and talent alongside
other performing arts events within Mansfield and surrounding communities.

www.mmuds.org.au

